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Abstract
This paper explores some aspects of the relation between aggregation and deliberation as ways
of achieving a consensus amongst a group of indviduals on some set of issues. I argue …rstly that the
framing of an aggregation problem itself generates information about the judgmements of others
that individuals are rationally obliged to take into account. And secondly that the constraints which
aggregation theories typically place on consensual or collective judgements need not be consistent
with the outcomes of rational deliberative processes driven by individuals’ attempts to update on
this information. The paper focuses on the particular case of allocation problems, for which there
are established results both in aggregation theory and deliberation theory, to make this claim.1
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1.1

Introduction
Con‡icting Opinion

Suppose that a decision or series of decisions must be made which depend on the values taken by
some set of variables and that there exists a number of di¤erent perspectives or opinions on these
values. Variables might include quantities of money to be assigned to particular projects, probabilities
of events, expected utilities of prospects, or truth values of propositions. The perspectives might be
those of individuals, social classes, times, or states of the world. Any situation of this kind can be
represented in a table as follows, with the xji denoting the value of perspective i on variable X j :
Variables
X1 X2
...
... ... X m
1
2
I1
x1
x1
...
... ... xm
1
1
I2
x2
...
...
... ...
...
Perspectives
...
...
...
...
xji ...
...
...
...
...
...
... ...
...
In
x1n
...
...
... ... xm
n
When the di¤erent perspectives disagree on the correct values of the variables in question, the
question arises as to which values should be used in making the decisions: those of the ‘best’perspective,
1 I am very grateful for comments by Alex Voorhoeve and Christian List on an earlier draft and to Maurice Salles for
his helpful suggestions.
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some amalgam of the di¤erent ones, or some third set altogether? Or to put it somewhat di¤erently on
what basis might a consensus be achieved on the values to be used in decision making?
There are broadly speaking three di¤erent ways of settling the question, or at least trying to: by
aggregation or amalgamation, by deliberation or discussion, and by inquiry or learning. The three
operate on somewhat of a di¤erent time scale, with inquiry and learning typically occurring over long
stretches of time (ontogenetic learning can take millennia, for instance), deliberation and discussion
over somewhat shorter ones and aggregation being close to instantaneous. One might thus conveniently
think of these processes as occurring sequentially, with inquiry yielding inputs into deliberation which
in turn yields inputs into aggregation. This is something of a simpli…cation of course - inquiry is often
guided by the deliberations of the enquirers, for instance - but on the face of it it o¤ers a helpful way
of subdividing the problem in such a way as to allow each aspect to be examined separately. Such a
subdivision is, in any case, widespread, with aggregation theorists taking as their point of departure a
deliberative equilibrium in which all exchanges of information and accommodation to others’viewpoints
have already occurred, and deliberation theorists assuming that there are no inputs for processes of
inquiry separate from the deliberation being studied.
The three methods of achieving a consensus di¤er in more substantial respects too. Aggregation
leaves individual opinion unchanged and if it produces a consensus on some question of common concern,
it is a consensus of a derivative kind; one that depends on the existence of a prior or more basic consensus
amongst individuals concerning the legitimacy of the aggregation procedure employed. Individuals
consent to the adoption of the aggregate judgements because they endorse the method that produces
it, but there is no further requirement that they adopt the collective judgements as their own. Herein
lies the normative signi…cance of the characterisation results of Social Choice theory: By showing what
mechanisms are consistent with the various general conditions that it imposes on aggregation functions,
they allow agreement on these conditions to form the basis for a commitment to the mechanisms picked
out by them, and hence to their outputs.
In contrast to this view of consensus as a by-product of a shared commitment to an aggregation
method is that of consensus as the outcome of an actual convergence of individual judgements as the
result of some process; most notably either inquiry and learning or rational deliberation and discussion.
The contrast must not be overdone of course, since it is true that the legitimacy of the outputs of both
deliberation and inquiry also depends on the acceptance of norms of one kind or another: Norms of free
and fair discussion on the one hand and those of scienti…c method on the other are the salient examples.
But to a large extent those involved in a discussion or inquiry aimed a settling some question are bound
to accept the outcomes of these processes in a substantive way. This is because these activities are
regulated by ideals of objectivity, whose acceptance is a precondition for genuine involvement in the
activities. Of course, people do enter into discussions, and even enquiries, in ‘bad faith’ in the sense
that they do not intend to change their opinions, whatever the outcome, but there is a clear sense in
which they are exploiting, rather than participating in, these activities.
In this paper, I will examine a number of aspects of the relationship between these ways of securing
consensus. In the next section I argue that a moderate strengthening of the usual rationality conditions
that aggregation theorists place on individual perspectives implies that the aggregation problem is, in
a certain sense, unstable and hence that some attempt must be made to accommodate deliberation and
learning; in particular learning from others. In the rest of the paper, I assess the prospects for such an
accommodation by focusing on allocation problems (these are just instances of di¤erence of opinion with
some special constraints). In section 3, I present the central characterisation results for linear averaging,
the most salient type of ‘aggregative’ solution to allocation problems. In the last section, I look at a
model developed separately by Morris DeGroot and by Keith Lehrer and Carl Wagner which supports
the hypothesis that any consensual judgements reached by individuals as a result of the deliberation
induced by an allocation problem will be respect-weighted linear averages of their initial judgements.
I argue that their model is unsatisfactory from the point of view of rational belief revision and hence
that it cannot be used to support the claim that linear averaging is robust in the face of the revision of
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individual judgements that deliberation induces. Hence the accommodation between aggregative and
deliberative viewpoints may be less than straightforward.
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Consensus by Aggregation and Deliberation

2.1

Aggregation

Social Choice theorists are apt to treat the problem of …nding consensual values as an aggregation
problem; that is, as a problem of …nding an acceptable mapping from the set of individual perspectives
to a joint or aggregate one, taking the former as given. Since Arrow at least, they have proceeded
by seeking reasonable general conditions on any such aggregation mechanism or function, attempting
thereby to constrain the set of mappings worthy of consensus. Three kinds of conditions are worth
noting as they will turn up in our discussion on various occasions.
1. Unanimity (or Pareto) conditions which require that unanimous individual judgements be preserved at the aggregate level.
2. Rationality, and especially consistency, conditions on both individual and aggregate judgements.
3. Domain conditions which require that the aggregation method be applicable over some speci…ed
class of possible pro…les of individual judgements
That the aggregation problem is framed in Social Choice theory in terms of a relation between a
given (and often presumed to be …xed) set of attitudes or perspectives and some joint or aggregate
attitude, does not imply that the social choice theorist must deny the importance of inquiry and deliberation. Rather, as we noted before, her starting point is the assumption that these forces have played
themselves out without producing consensus. It is true, of course, that Arrow and many others since
have in fact required of aggregation functions that they should be able to handle any pro…le of rational
individual judgements –the so called Universal Domain condition. The thought here seems to be that
the aggregation method itself should impose no constraints on judgements of individuals; individuals
are in this sense sovereign. The justi…cation for the condition is thus normative and una¤ected by the
fact that the judgements of individuals belonging to the same society or culture are typically correlated
or even that this correlation may be partially constitutive of the group to which they belong.
This being said, the requirement of a universal domain implicitly commits the social choice theorist
to the view that rational deliberation and inquiry need not constrain the possible judgements of individuals in any particular way.2 Implicitly, the aggregation theorist regards any input from completed
processes of deliberation and inquiry to be compatible with her basic assumptions and, in particular,
the assumption of individual rationality. The deliberation theorist, on the other hand, may willingly
accept the applicability of the principle of individual sovereignty to the views that might be brought
to the table for discussion, but deny that all combinations of individual’s viewpoints are possible outputs of deliberation. Some views may not be rationally co-tenable, given norms of rational dialogue or
requirements of rational response to the expressed views of others. A similar concern may of course
be expressed about a universal domain condition for deliberation on the grounds that views contrary
to established scienti…c knowledge or to moral norms should not be allowed into discussion, but this
possibility will not occupy us here.

2.2

Deliberation

Deliberation as a means of securing consensus has many advocates, especially in democratic political
theory: see, for instance, Dryzeck [9], Fishkin [10] and Bohman [4]. But the mechanisms by which
2 There

is of course a large literature in Social Choice theory on relaxations of this condition. See Gaertner [11].
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deliberation produce consensus or more generally correlations in judgements have not been given much
attention by this literature which often seems to rest on con…dence in the power of reason to bring
people together. But there are both empirical and normative grounds for taking the issue seriously.
Regarding the former, there is a good deal of evidence to suggest that people not only conform to social
norms of judgement, but that homogeneity is often (though not always) increased by deliberation and
exposure to the opinions of others: see, for example, the evidence cited in Sunstein [31].
More importantly, from the normative point of view, there are situations in which others’judgements,
or the expressions of them, provide grounds for modifying one’s own; situations in which others speak
with a certain authority. The most obvious examples are those in which somebody has information
that one does not hold. For instance, if someone is able to make an observation concerning the value
of some variable X, then their testimony to the e¤ect that X = x should lead one to adopt the same
value. But someone’s authority on a question may be more complicated than merely a matter of
additional information; it might, for instance, derive from some special expertise that they have or
special training or method. Doctors may be able to make better judgements about one’s condition
because their diagnostic abilities have been honed by experience, even though they may have no special
information about one’s condition.3
Cases in which other people’s judgements are grounds for revising one’s own are not con…ned to
expression of belief or knowledge, but extend to value and preference judgements too. Furthermore, an
expression by someone of their preferences may be informative in more than one way:
1. Interdependence of preferences. If you have a general desire to see the preferences of someone you
care for ful…lled, then their expressions of preference for some outcome give you reason to wish
for that outcome too, and possibly to try and bring it about.
2. Informational content. Someone’s expressions of preference may carry information about their
beliefs which in turn re‡ect the information available to them. Inferring what this information is
could lead one to revise one’s own beliefs.
3. Evaluative content. Someone may have authority in the domain of value judgements by virtue of
their ‘taste’or special capacity for judgement. When a fashion guru declares something to be in
style, for instance, others will rush out to buy.
An example may serve to illustrate the distinction between these cases. Suppose that Alice has
visited a number of restaurants, ranked them in accordance with her preferences and informed Bob of
her ranking. Case (1): Bob revises his preferences over restaurants because he wants to go with Alice
to the one which she will …nd most congenial. Case (2): Bob knows that Alice cares only about price
and infers that her ranking re‡ects how expensive each restaurant is. His revised estimate of the cost of
visiting each restaurant founds new relative preferences for eating at each one. Case (3): Bob considers
Alice’s tastes to be exemplary and so adopts her ranking forthwith.
The observation that expressions by others of their beliefs and preferences can be informative suggests that a central tenet of scienti…c methodology, the Principle of Total Evidence, applies in cases of
con‡icting opinion. The principle says that my beliefs must be consistent with all the evidence available to me and, further, if I acquire new evidence, I should revise my beliefs to accommodate it. So it
follows, in particular, that if I believe that someone is an authority on question A, then I should revise
my beliefs in the light of his or her expressed judgement about A, just as I should revise my opinion in
the face of any reliable evidence concerning A.
The implication is that, in a certain sense, the problem that the aggregation theorist takes to have
been de…ned at the beginning of the paper may not be a stable one, given the strengthened rationality
condition introduced here. For the very statement of the original aggregation problem generates information about the judgements of the various individuals which the Principle of Total Evidence requires
3 See

Je¤rey [16, chapter 1] for a discussion of this point.
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each to take into account. And only in very special cases will this not imply that individuals are rationally obliged to revise their judgements. These revisions need not produce a consensus, of course,
so a new aggregation problem will emerge. But this one may not be stable either, for it is possible
that the manner in which others revise their judgements generate information about what they know
about the relative reliability of the judgements of some other person. Alice may know that Bob knows
whether Cara is a reliable judge of matters X. If she observes Bob revising his judgements on X so as to
bring them in line with Cara’s, then Alice may surmise that Cara’s judgements on X can be expected
to be closely correlated to the truth. Alice may now wish to revise her own judgements once again in
the light of this. In practice no doubt such revising will come to an end at some point; in principle
it need not. The upshot is that it is not open to the aggregation theorist to both require the kind of
judgemental rationality expressed by the Principle of Total Evidence and to assume that the judgements
of individuals are in an equilibrium state in which the forces of deliberation and learning have played
themselves out.
What di¤erence does it make to the consensual values we are inclined to regard as plausible, if we
pay attention to deliberative forces? It is not impossible that the answer is ‘none’, that the consensual
judgements determined by an aggregation function on the initial problem are just those determined by
the function on each of the problems derived by successive revisions of the individual judgements. But
it would be surprising if this were so, for it would suggest that all the learning that goes on at the
individual level matters not a jot at the aggregate level. And if it does make a di¤erence, then I think
we must accept the need to review our attitude to the results of aggregation theory, asking ourselves
in particular whether they are robust with respect to the possible e¤ects of deliberation and learning
from others. It is di¢ cult, however, to answer the question in any kind of general way, since the precise
relation will depend on what we take as our theories of aggregation and deliberation for the purposes
of comparison. What I propose to do therefore is to study the relationship between the two for salient
instances of both. I do so in the belief that they are su¢ ciently representative to support the general
claim that aggregation theory is not easily reconciled with the basic lessons drawn from consideration
of deliberation.

3

Allocation Problems

The table with which the paper began de…nes an aggregation problem of the following kind: can
we determine for any given m perspectives on n variables, an aggregate or collective perspective on
these variables? More formally, can we de…ne a mapping from any m n table to a m-place vector
representing the collective perspective on the variables? In its di¤erent instantiations, the question has
been extensively studied in social choice theory, statistics and elsewhere. In one rather general form the
problem is at the heart of the theory of judgement aggregation developed by List, Dietrich and others
- see for instance [22], [7] and [8] - and the algebraic aggregation theory of Rubinstein and Fishburn
[27]. The problem of aggregation of diverse probability judgements has mainly occupied the attention
of statisticians: Genest and Zidek [12] contains a very useful overview. The problem of aggregating
utilities, qua values of a function representing a ranking of some kind, received its classic treatment
in the work of Sen [29] and has since been studied by amongst others Gevers [13], D’Aspremont and
Gevers [1] and Roberts [26]. The connection between this literature and our problem is somewhat
disguised by the fact that in it the problem is typically posed, not in terms of aggregating utilities, but
of …nding a mapping from sets of utilities to the social ranking of prospects that such an aggregation
would induce (in Sen’s vocabulary, of characterising social welfare functionals). But the overlap is clear
enough. Finally the problem of simultaneously aggregating probability and utility judgements has been
studied by, amongst others, Mongin [25], Broome [2], Seidenfeld et al [28] and Bradley [5].
In this section we focus on linear averaging as a solution to a particular class of aggregation problem that following Wagner [33] we call allocation problems. Linear averaging functions have a certain
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saliency in the literature on probability aggregation and are quite common in the preference and utility
aggregation literature too. But I do not by any means intend to claim that they are the only aggregation functions of interest. Geometric averaging is a well established alternative form of probability
aggregation, for instance; while minimax and leximin rules are at least as salient as Utilitarian ones
in the Social Choice literature. What I do claim, however, is that the study of linear averaging in the
context of allocation problems is illustrative of quite general di¢ culties facing the integration of theories
of aggregation and deliberation. Since the axioms which characterise it in this case are both familiar
and compelling, I will concentrate on supporting this claim by arguing for the applicability of these
results to a number of domains of interest and showing their connection to the literature referred to
above.

3.1

Characterising Linear Averaging

There exists a number of di¤erent axiomatic characterisations of linear averaging functions, but here
we draw mainly on the treatment of the problem by Wagner (see especially [33] and [20]). First
we de…ne allocation problems as the class of aggregation problems for which the values of both the
individuals’judgements and that of the collective sum to a constant. We then state a pair of theorems
for allocations problems, the …rst due to Wagner and the second a generalisation of it to cases where
judgemental values can be negative. The essence of these results is that the only aggregation functions
on the set of allocation problems that both satisfy an independence of irrelevant alternatives condition
and preserve unanimous individual judgements are the linear averaging functions i.e. those functions
that determine the aggregate judgement to be a weighted sum of the individual ones.
Let I be a set of n individual perspectives, V = fV 1 ; :::; V m g be a set of m variables and X
<
be a set of permissible judgemental values for these variables. The contents of X can, of course, vary
with the kind of judgement involved, but we assume here that 9S 2 X, such that 8x 2 X, S x 2 X.
Sets with this property include the set of real numbers, the open interval [0; 1] and the set f0; 1g (in
the latter P
two cases, S = 1). Let (m; S) X m be the set of vectors v =< v 1 ; :::; v j ; :::; v m > of values
m
such that j=1 v j = S.
An allocation problem (m; n; S) is formally identi…ed by the set of all m n matrices with
rows in (m; S). For any A 2 (m; n) let Aj be its jth column and Ai its ith row. A solution to an
aggregation problem, an allocation function , is a total mapping from (m; n; S) to (m; S). We
denote (A) by a =< a1 ; :::; am >. Note that by de…nition an allocation function respects a universal
domain condition. The following additional conditions on such functions will be referred to in the
discussion.
Axiom 1 Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA): Aj = B j =) aj = bj
Axiom 2 Zero Unanimity (ZU): Aj =< 0; 0; :::; 0 > =) aj = 0
Axiom 3 Unanimity (U): Aj =< a; a; :::; a > =) aj = a
Theorem 4 (Wagner [20, p. 121-2]) Let (m; n; S) be an allocation problem and be an allocation
j
function for it. Suppose that 8A 2 (m; n; S);
0 and that m 3. Then if satis…es IIA and ZU,
Pai
there exists w1 ; :::; wn 2 < such that wi 0, i wi = 1 and 8A 2 (m; n; S):
X
aj =
wi aji
i2I

Corollary 5 Let (m; n; 1) be an allocation problem based on the set X = f0; 1g and be an allocation
function for it. If m 3 and satis…es IIA and ZU, then is dictatorial in the sense that there exists
i 2 I such that 8A 2 (m; n; 1) and 8V j 2 V; aj = aji :
6

Proof. Note that since X = f0; 1g and every row sums to 1, it follows that every m-place vector
v 2 (m; 1) contains a unique value v j equal to 1 with every other value equal to 0.PNow since
satis…es IIA and ZU, it follows by Theorem 4, that 9w1 ; :::; wn 2 < such that wi
0, i wi = 1 and
8A 2 (m; n; 1):
X
aj =
wi aji
i2I

Let ID be the set of all individual perspectives i 2 I such that wi > 0. We now show that ID is a
singleton set. Suppose to the contrary that ID can be split into two disjoint non-empty subsets I1 and
I2 . Then consider the matrix B and variables
V 1 and V 2P
, such that 8i 2 I1 , b1i = 1 and b2i = 0 and
P
1
2
1
1
2
8i 2 I2 , bi = 0 and bi = 1. Now b =
wi bi and b =
wi b2i . But either b1 = 0 or b2 = 0. Hence
i2I1

i2I2

either 8i 2 I1 ; wi = 0 or 8i 2 I2 ; wi = 0. But this contradicts the assumption that 8i 2 ID ; wi > 0.
Hence ID must be a singleton set.

Theorem 6 Let (m; n; S) be any allocation problem and an
Pallocation function for it. If m
satis…es IIA and U, then 9w1 ; :::; wn 2 < such that wi 0, i wi = 1 and 8A 2 (m; n; S):
X
aj =
wi aji

3 and

i2I

Proof. Let A be any member of (m; n; S) and B be an m n matrix such that bji = aji + ,
where = j min(aji )j. Since bji
0 and the row values of the Bi sum to S + m , it follows that B is
an allocation matrix. Now let be a mapping on the allocation problem (m; n; S + m ) such that
bj = aj + , where (B) =< b1 ; ::; bj ; :::; bm >. Clearly satis…es IIA because does. Note that if
j
B j =< 0; 0; :::; 0 > then Aj =<
;
; :::;
>. Hence by
and so bj = 0. It
PUnanimity,
P aj =
j
follows that satis…es ZU as well. Furthermore, note that j b = j (a + ) = S + m and so
is
by Theorem
4 9w1 ; :::; wn 2 < such that
Pan allocation function
P onj (m; n; S j+ mP). Hence
P
P wi 0,
j
j
j
= aj + . So aj = i wi aji .
i wi = 1 and b =
i wi bi . Hence b =
i wi (ai + ) =
i wi ai +

3.2

Probabilities

Let us begin by noting a few consequences of these theorems. The application of Theorem 4 to the
problem of aggregating probability judgements across an event partition is immediate since these judgements must be non-negative and sum to one. In this context ZU expresses a unanimity condition for
judgements of zero probability, naturally interpreted as the condition that if all individuals are sure
that something is false then this should be accepted collectively. IIA expresses the requirement that the
aggregate probability for any event is independent of the individual probability judgements regarding
any other event in the partition (though, of course, the individuals’ probabilities for the various elements across the partition are interdependent). Wagner’s theorem then establishes that if the partition
consists of at least three events then any probability aggregation function satisfying IIA and ZU must
assign to these events probability values that are a weighted average of the values assigned to them by
the individuals.
Similar results have been established for aggregation of probability functions on -…elds of events in
which the complexity of the event space allows for weaker conditions than IIA. McConway [24], for instance, shows that the linear pooling function is implied by ZU and the requirement that the aggregation
function satis…es what he calls the marginalization property: that it should commute with the process
of reducing the -…eld to a sub- -…eld. Equally it has been noted that linear averaging fails to satisfy
some intuitively appealing conditions; notably the condition that if two events are probabilistically independent for all individuals, then they should be for the aggregate too (Laddaga’s [17] independence
preservation principle) and the condition that the aggregate of the individual conditional probabilities
7

given some event E should be the conditional aggregrate probability given E (the externally Bayesian
condition - see Genest and Zidek [12]). The latter, but not the former, condition is in fact satis…ed by
geometric averages which could be a strong argument in its favour. We defer consideration of these
issues till later, however.

3.3

Truth Values

Theorem 4 is equally applicable to the problem of aggregating rational bivalent judgements, canonically
of truth or falsity, on a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive propositions. In this context ZU says
that the unanimous judgement that some proposition is false must be accepted at the aggregate level,
while IIA says that whether a proposition is judged true or false on the aggregate depends only on the
truth values individuals assign to it. Once again, this is implicitly to assume that the interdependence
of truth-values across the set of propositions is accommodated at the level of individual judgements.
Given these assumptions, Wagner’s theorem implies that aggregate truth-value of any proposition is
an average of the truth-values of individual judgements. Because truth-value judgements are bivalent,
this conclusion imposes a very severe restriction on aggregation: if a proposition is judged false on the
aggregate, for instance, then every individual judging it true must be zero-weighted in the aggregation
function. Just how severe this is is shown by Corollary 5, which establishes that the only allocation
functions on rational bivalent judgements satisfying ZU and IIA are dictatorial ones i.e. functions whose
values are determined by those of a single individual.
Social Choice theory is replete with dictatorship results, but Corollary 5 is most closely connected to
Fishburn and Rubinstein’s aggregation results for Galois …elds [27, Theorem 3] and Dietrich and List’s
[7] results for the aggregation of bivalent judgements on sets of propositions that are logically connected
in various possible ways. In particular Dietrich and List’s Theorem 2 establishes that an aggregation
function on what they call a ‘strongly connected’set of propositions that satis…es a universal domain,
rationality, unanimity and independence condition must be dictatorial in form. Since a set of mutually
exclusive and exhaustive propositions is strongly connected in the required sense, Corollary 5 is in all
likelihood a consequence of their theorem. What is illuminating about the former, however, is that the
path to dictatorship goes via linear averaging.

3.4

Utilities

The application of Theorem 6 to the aggregation of value judgements de…ned on a partition of possibilities is somewhat less direct because the ful…llment of the conditions for an allocation problem is
not guaranteed in this case. Much depends on background assumptions about the measurability and
comparability of utility judgements. Suppose that utilities are measured on a cardinal scale so that the
values of the utility judgements are unique up to positive a¢ ne transformation. In this case ful…llment
of the condition that matrix rows sum to a constant can be assured by the following transformation of
the individual utilities. Suppose we are given utility measures u1 , u2 , ..., un for our n individual perspectives which determine row sums S1 , S2 , ..., Sn for a matrix associated with some partition X 1 ; :::; X m .
Then taking the utilities of individual i as the point of reference, we de…ne a zero normalisation by
setting:
Si
u i Si
u0i =
Si
so that the sum of the u0i (xj ) is the same for each individual i; namely 0.4 Clearly something along these
lines is also possible if the numerical expressions of utility judgements are even less determinate. On
the other hand, when utilities di¤erences are comparable in some relevant sense, as they may when the
4 This

normalisation amounts to a choice of origin for the individual utilities. Nothing hangs on this choice however.
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utilities represent individual welfare, such a co-scaling would be tantamount to changing the description
of the aggregation problem.
Even when co-scaling is possible, there is a further question as to whether it is defensible. Often
it can be defended on normative grounds, though the details would depend on exactly what utility is
supposed to be a measurement of and hence the nature of the judgements under consideration. The
relevant case here is the one in which utility represents a subjective value judgement: canonically a value
or preference ordering across a partition of prospects. In this case the utilities represent the relative
strength of the individuals’preferences for each prospect relative to the alternatives. Individuals may
di¤er in the relative strengths of their preferences, but there is no sense to the idea that they could
systematically, across the whole partition, di¤er in preferences in a uniform direction. One cannot
relatively prefer all the alternatives more than someone else.5 Consider, for instance, a case in which
the di¤erences of opinion concern the merits of various candidates for a job. One may argue against the
proposed co-scaling of opinion on the grounds that one person may …nd all the candidates to be good
and another that they are all bad. But then we may introduce an additional ‘slack’variable into the
aggregation problem to refer to the class of potential applicants who did not in fact apply and co-scale
judgements over this alternative partition.
Suppose that utilities are indeed co-scaled in some manner so that we have a utility allocation
problem. In this context too, axioms ZU and U are most naturally interpreted as unanimity conditions,
but given that the utility values on display may be non-unique numerical representations of comparative
preferences, some caution much be attached to this interpretation. When the zero has no particular
signi…cance, then the role of ZU is really that of a scaling convention for the aggregate utility. The same
applies to the unanimity condition U, although the co-scaling it requires is more demanding. IIA says
that the aggregate utility of any prospect depends only on the individual utilities for that prospect.
Theorem 6 then says that any utility allocation function respecting IIA and U must determine the
aggregate utility by taking a weighted sum of the individual utilities.
Theorem 6 has some obvious kinship with the various characterisation theorems for Utilitarian-like
aggregation functions found in the Social Choice literature, but the relationship is actually quite complicated. (As the comparison is of only marginal interest to our main discussion, the various technical
results referred to below are proved in the appendix.) In addition to the super…cial di¤erences mentioned
at the beginning of the section, there is the more signi…cant fact that our result applies only to allocation
problems, not the more general aggregation problem that typically occupies Social Choice theorists. In
fact once the assumption that the matrix row sums are equal is dispensed with, the unanimity and
independence of irrelevant alternatives conditions only support a much weaker characterisation result see Theorem 10 in the appendix. In this general case, though the aggregate judgement may still be represented as a weighted average of those of the individuals, the weights can vary with the matrix de…ning
the particular aggregation problem. This result is roughly of the same order of strength as Harsanyi’s
Utilitarian theorem (which is of course based on a di¤erent set of axioms), but is much weaker than
results obtained in other multi-pro…le approaches to the aggregation problem e.g. the characterisation
of weighted averaging given by Gevers [13, Theorem 2].
What connects our discussion of allocation problems to the corresponding Social Choice literature on
aggregation is the role played by ‘comparability’assumptions: assumed informally here and explicitly
axiomatised by Sen, D’Aspremont, Gevers and others. Crucial to the characterisation result of Gevers
mentioned above, for instance, is the assumption that the form of the aggregation function should
be invariant with respect to the choice of origins for the individual utility measures; glossed as the
assumption that utility gains, but not utility levels, are interpersonally comparable. In the context
of the interpretation at hand - namely of utility as a measure of relative preference strength - the
motivation for such an assumption derives from the thought that the comparison between two prospects
should not depend on how we scale the measures of individual preference strength, so long as the co5 Hence

there cannot be anything like an expensive tastes argument across an entire partition of possibilites.
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scaling condition is met. Formally, in any case, the upshot of requiring that the transformation of an
aggregation problem based on a set fui g of utility measures achieved by taking for each individual i
the utility u0i := ui + i where ; i 2 < are such that the i , but not , can vary from individual
to individual, should not a¤ect the ordering of prospects induced by the aggregate judgements, is that
the weights referred to in Theorem 10 must be invariant across aggregation problems - returning us to
the Gevers result. In a similar fashion requiring invariance of the ordering of prospects induced by the
aggregate judgements for any transformation of the order u0i := i ui + , where the i can vary from
individual to individual, will su¢ ce for a dictatorship result.
The exception to this pattern of recouping existing results is the characterisation of the strict Utilitarian rule - that social utility is equal to the equal weighted average of individual utility - which in
our framework requires only the assumption of anonymity in addition to unanimity preservation and
independence: see Corollary 11 in the appendix. But the fact that no additional assumption of interpersonal comparability is formally required is of little interest, since the impartiality the anonymity axiom
is supposed to express is substantial only to the extent that equal utility values for di¤erent individuals
can be regarded as measures of the same real quantities.

3.5

The Interpretation of Weights

Two closely related questions are raised by the characterisation results for linear averaging: how are
the weights to be chosen and what signi…cance is to be attached to them? One natural answer is that
the weight attached to an individual should indicate something like his or her epistemic authority on
the question at hand. As we noted before, someone’s epistemic authority might re‡ect their access
to information or their judgemental expertise or their possession of a reliable methodology. Another
answer, appropriate in a di¤erent kind of context, would be that the weight attached to an individual
re‡ects, not their epistemic authority, but their political or social authority or their moral right to
have their view taken into account. The …rst interpretation is perhaps the most salient one when it is
probability judgements that are being aggregated, the latter when it is value judgements that are under
consideration. But other combinations are possible: On a cognitivist view of value judgements, for
instance, the epistemic interpretation would be applicable to value judgements too, while democratic
theory is full of normative arguments for equal weighting of individuals’beliefs.
On either of these two interpretations, however, there is no reason for supposing that the weight
assigned to someone should be independent of the question at hand: Authority, both epistemic and
political, varies with the domain of judgement. Variability in weight assignment is at odds however
with the consistency of aggregate probability judgements. To see this consider a di¤erent (and more
ambitious) aggregation problem; that of de…ning an aggregation function for any set of individual
probabilities de…ned on a Boolean algebra of events, . Assume that IIA and ZU apply to any derived
matrix of individual probability judgements across a partition of . Consider two di¤erent partitions of
and the associated n m and n m0 matrices A and B. Let C be the n m:m0 matrix representing
individual probabilities across the intersection of these two partitions with C jk denoting the column
of probability values for the intersection of the event whose
appear in column Aj and the
P probabilities
P
j
jk
k
k
event whose probabilities appear in column B . So ai = k ci and bi = j cjk
i . Assume that for some
P
P
w1 :::wn 2 < such that i wi = 1, it is the case that cjk = i wi cjk
.
Then
by
the laws of probability:
i
X
XX
X X jk X
aj =
cjk =
wi cjk
wi
ci =
wi aji
i =
k

k

i

i

Similarly:
bk =

X
i
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wi bki

k

i

So the weights on the individuals’ judgements on the two partitions are the same independently of
what kind of events they contain. But this is in stark contrast to our claim that variation in weight
assignment is to be expected.
A similar conclusion follows from consideration of the corresponding wider problem of aggregating
expected utility judgements de…ned on a Boolean algebra of prospects, though the situation is rendered
considerably more complicated here by the fact that di¤erences in individuals’ utilities for prospects
belonging to a coarse partition of the algebra may re‡ect di¤erences in belief rather than disagreement
along any non-credal dimension. The problems associated with simultaneous aggregation of utilities
and probabilities are legion6 , so let us simplify matters by assuming that individuals have identical
degrees of belief, measured by probability p on . Then using the matrices identi…ed in the previous
paragraph, but interpreting the
from the assumption that for
Pvalues as expected utilities we can reason
P
jk
some w1 :::wn 2 < such that i wi = 1, it is the case that cjk = i wi cjk
i p , and from the laws of
7
desirability that:
X
X
X
X X jk
X
aj :pj =
cjk :pjk =
pjk
wi cjk
wi
ci pjk = pj
wi aji
i =
k

k

i

Hence:
aj =

i

X

wi aji

X

wi bki

k

i

i

Similarly:
bk =

i

So again the weights are invariant.
It is but a short step from these observations to a result that bares an obvious resemblance to the
Sen’s [29] ‘Impossibility of a Paretian liberal’theorem and the ‘No Expert Rights’theorem of Dietrich
and List [7]. For were we to require that for some individual i the Boolean algebra contains an event
Ei which is such that the aggregate judgement on Ei is determined by i’s judgement on it, it would
follow immediately that i was a dictator in the sense of determining the aggregate judgement on all
events.
If we are to retain the idea that the pooling weights express the relative authority of the individuals
then we can go one of two ways. Either we must conclude that they express, not domain speci…c authority, but some kind of overall or average authority with respect to all questions under consideration.8
Or we must allow weights to vary but give up the requirement that the aggregate judgements formed
with respect to di¤erent questions be coherent. Neither is particularly enticing. The …rst leads directly
to the problem that aggregation by linear pooling produces sub-optimal judgements, where optimality
is measured with respect to the dimension of authority expressed by the pooling weights. For suppose
that two individuals i and j are respectively authorities on the question of whether it is the case that
A and that B. Then to form an aggregate judgement on both questions on the basis of their average
competence over the two would be to produce a judgement that is inferior to one that took i’s judgement
on the former and j’s on the latter. The second route, on the other hand, requires us to abandon what
is often called the assumption of group or social rationality and accept that the aggregated probabilities
or expected utilities are not themselves coherent probabilities or expected utilities, but simply values
to be used in group decision making in a role similar to those played in individual decision making by
probability and expected utility values. I shall adopt the second route here for the sake of argument
and note that by dropping the group rationality condition we simultaneously evade the aforementioned
criticism that linear averaging is not externally Bayesian. For this condition too presupposes that the
6 See

for instance Mongin [25], Broome [2] and Bradley [5].
Je¤rey [15].
8 I am grateful to Philippe Mongin for this suggestion.
7 See
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group judgements are subject to the same rationality constraints as those of the individuals making it
up.
How then are the weights to be determined? It may seem that, despite all the concessions, we
have made no progress at all, for it is surely possible that the weights that should be attached to each
individual’s judgements may be as much an object of disagreement as the original question. Indeed, if
an individual has already made the best judgement that they can in the light of the evidence that they
have before them, then surely they should attach maximum weight to their own judgement? This latter
thought is mistaken, however, since it is not rationally obligatory to take our own judgements to be more
reliable than those of others, even if they are the best judgements one is able to achieve. For as we noted
in the previous section, others may have information or skills that one does not possess. Nonetheless the
possibility of disagreement about weights remains, since we may not in fact judge authority according
to the same criteria or on the basis of the same evidence. Consensus on the form of the aggregation
function induced by agreement on the unanimity and independence of irrelevant alternatives conditions
thus produces a second order aggregation problem over opinion on authority. And in this respect opting
for geometric averaging rather than linear averaging, will leave us no better o¤.
Introducing considerations of epistemic respect also takes us back to the central observation of the
previous section: that when we respect the judgements of others, rationality requires us to revise our
judgements in the light of theirs. This suggests a di¤erent path out of the problem: Instead of seeking
a second order consensus on respect weights, it might be more appropriate to reshape the original
aggregation problem in line with the revisions to individuals’judgements required by the Principle of
Total Evidence. It is to a study of the implications of this kind of deliberative updating of judgements
in the light of those posted by others that we now turn.

4

Deliberation and Revision
“It is natural to assume that a group sharing the same information and respecting each
other’s opinions may reasonably disagree. I shall prove, on the contrary, that if the members
of such a group search for the truth and accept the mathematical implications of their state,
then they must converge toward consensus. Disagreement is demonstrably irrational”. Lehrer [18, p. 327]

In this section I want to explore a very simple picture of deliberation which conceives of it as a type
of learning from the testimony of others. On this picture deliberation within a group takes the form
of each individual reporting their opinions on a range of issues, observing the reports made by others,
revising their own opinions in the light of them and then reporting their new opinions. I do not want
to suggest that this, by any means, gives an exhaustive characterisation of what happens when people
actually deliberate, or even that it can accommodate all the normative constraints that deliberation
imposes on our belief and preference attitudes. The idea is just to give a base-line model from which
we can assess potential theories of what a satisfactory deliberative resolution of di¤erences of opinion
will look like.
To ‡esh out a model of deliberation of this kind, the manner in which individuals should respond to
the reported judgements of others needs to be spelled out. In the discussion that follows, I will focus
on a model of iterative respect-driven updating separately developed by Morris DeGroot [6] and by
Keith Lehrer and Carl Wagner [20]. Their model is applicable to the revision of both probability and
utility judgements, but we will con…ne attention to the former. The model and especially the claim
of Lehrer and Wagner that iterative linear pooling represents the uniquely rational way of aggregating
probability judgements has been attacked from a number of di¤erent angles: See for instance Goodin
[14] and the papers appearing in Synthese vol. 52 (1985). The discussion here picks up mainly on the
themes addressed in Loewer and Laddaga [23].
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4.1

A Model of Iterative Pooling

Suppose a group of individuals declare their probabilities for a set of events. Each individual’s respect
for the information held by others as well as their expertise is re‡ected in a weighting he or she attaches
to their declared judgements. This respect commits them, we have argued, to revising their probabilities
in some way. In the DeGroot and Lehrer and Wagner’s model (hereafter the DLW model) this is done
by each individual by adopting the respect weighted sum of the set of declared (prior) probabilities as
their new (posterior) probabilities.
Consider a simple example with three individuals with prior probabilities for some particular event
of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.15 respectively. Let the respect of each individual for each one of them (including
themselves) be given by a 3 3 matrix with values in the interval from 0 to 1. Then the posterior
probability of the event for individual i, given the posted probabilities of all, is obtained by multiplying
each individual’s prior by i’s respect for that person and taking the sum. In the case displayed below
this yields consensus on a probability of 0.14 for the event in question.
Priors1 0Posteriors
0 Weights
10
1
Individual 1 0:4 0:2 0:4
0:1
0:14
Individual 2 @0:6 0:4 0 A @ 0:2 A @0:14A
Individual 3 0:5 0:4 0:2
0:15
0:14

=

So long as the weights are strictly positive, revisions of this kind will produce a convergence of
opinion, though not typically a consensus. Consensus can be induced however if this process is repeated
in the following way. Suppose that each individual is apprised of everyone else’s new probabilities. Then,
given the earlier observation that respect for others can extend to their judgements of each other’s
expertise, individuals should continue to revise their opinions in the light of those of the others until
they have exhausted all the information contained both in the posted judgements and in the revisions
they induce on others. In general at each stage:
X j
pki (X) =
wi :pjk 1 (X)
j

where:
1.) pki is i’s probability assignment after k updates:
2.) wij is i’s level of respect for j, and
P
3.) j wij = 1.
Iterated revision of this kind will eventually produce a consensus in a rather broad class of cases:
roughly whenever there is some individual i who respects him or herself and is such that there is a chain
of strictly positive respect from each member of the group to i.
This model simpli…es in one important respect: It assumes a constant respect weight at each level of
the iteration. But of course I might consider that someone is a poor judge of tomorrow’s weather but an
impeccable judge of people’s skill at judging the weather; at ‘knowing who knows’. So in a more general
model respect weights should be allowed to vary with level of iteration. This added realism changes
nothing to the main conclusion however; namely that iterated revision of this kind will eventually
produce a consensus in a rather broad class of cases (see Berger [3] and Wagner [32] for proofs of this
claim).

4.2

Problems with Pooling

From our point of view the most signi…cant thing about the DLW model is that it solves the problem
that was posed in the previous section; namely that of how to determine the weights to be used when
aggregating by linear averaging. It does so by harnessing a process of iterative judgement revision on
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the part of individuals which leads to a consensus both on the weights and the values of the variables
being judged. The question remains, however: Why should individuals revise their judgements by
iterative linear averaging? According to Lehrer and Wagner, this method represents the uniquely
rational way of combining dissenting judgements and that the consensual judgements so arrived at are
the best summaries of the information contained in the group, including information that individuals
hold about one another’s judgemental competences. This being so the individuals who wish to make
their judgements as accurate are rationally obliged to adopt the consensual values it generates.
What is it about linear averaging that justi…es this claim? Here they appeal to the characterisation
results presented in the previous section, to argue that it follows from acceptance of the conditions of
zero-unanimity and independence of irrelevant alternatives as constraints on the aggregation of dissenting probabilities. This argument is incomplete however. In the …rst place, the relation between the
independence and unanimity conditions and the idea of producing an optimal summary of information
held by the group is not clear. If individuals only assign probability zero to propositions that they
know to be false, then presumably zero-unanimity would be justi…ed on informational grounds (but so
too would something much stronger; namely that any zero judgement be preserved by the aggregate).
But what is the informational rationale for the independence condition?9 Secondly it does not follow
from acceptance of weighted averaging that the weights used be measures of epistemic respect or that
consensual respect weights should also be arrived at by weighted averaging. Once again, the connection
between the unanimity and independence conditions and information about judgemental competences
needs to be established.
I think that the best way of assessing these claims is to do so in the light of whatever generally
accepted principles of rational revision of judgement that we can draw on. In the case of probabilistic
judgements it is natural to turn to Bayesian updating principles governing rational belief revision in the
face of new evidence. Bayesian updating rules with respect to some partition of possibility space are
demonstrably valid when the revision inducing experience leaves the agent’s conditional probabilities,
given the elements of this partition, unchanged.10 Identifying the correct partition is crucial, of course,
and no simple matter in practice, but that is a complication that we can abstract away from here.
Suppose that our n individuals have prior probabilities p1 ; :::; pn , such that pi (X) = xi . On the
Bayesian view of things i’s revised probability for some event X, qi (X), after having observed the prior
probabilities of the other individuals, should equal her conditional probability for X, given the observed
probability judgements, i.e.:
qi (X) = pi (Xjp1 (X) = x1 ; p2 (X) = x2 ; :::; pn (X) = xn )
What is the relation between this expression and the linear pooling formula? In the simplest case of
just two individuals, i and j, the dual constraints of the Bayesian and linear pooling formulas yield:
pi (Xjpj (X) = xj ) = wpj (X) + (1

w)pi (X)

where w is i’s respect weight on j’s probability judgement on X. The relation expressed here is
potentially very useful. In the form given above it ‘tells’ i how to form her conditional probabilities
in the light of her respect for j’s judgements, thereby o¤ering a solution the hard problem of how to
determine conditional probabilities given the testimony of others. On the other hand, by reorganisation
we can derive the respect weights from the posterior probabilities:
w=

pi (Xjpj (X) = xj ) pi (X)
pj (X) pi (X)

9 In this regard it is worth observing that the idea that the weight attached to the judgement of each individual by the
aggregation function should depend on the individuals’judgements regarding the authority of one another’s judgements,
already implies that the aggregation function does not satisfy the independence of irrelevant alternatives condition across
a domain that includes judgements about the authority of others.
1 0 See Je¤rey [16] for a demonstration and discussion of this claim.
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allowing inference of someone’s respect weights from their observed belief revision - potentially useful
in empirical applications of this model of deliberation.
In case i’s conditional probabilities for X given j’s expressed probability for X equals xj , j’s prior
for X, her epistemic respect for j must be at the maximum of one. And vice versa. At the other
extreme, if her conditional probabilities for X given j’s judgements just equals her prior for X, her
epistemic respect for j is zero. Furthermore by Bayes’Theorem :
pi (Xjpj (X) = xj ) =

pi (pj (X) = xj jX)
pi (X)
pi (pj (X) = xj )

So pi (Xjpj (X) = xj ) = pi (X) just in case pi (pj (X) = xj jX) = pi (pj (X) = xj ), i.e. whenever j’s
probability judgements are independent of the truth. So it seems that a zero respect weight on someone
else’s probabilities coincides with the judgement that they are probabilistically independent of the truth;
a useful result.
So far so good. However a couple of problems emerge even in this simple case.
1. Suppose that i and j have the same beliefs about X at a particular point in time, but that
j is subsequently able to make an additional relevant observation. If j now declares his new
probabilities, how should i respond? Intuitively, and provided that i does not doubt j’s powers
of observation; i should simply adopt j’s new probabilities as her own. But this is tantamount to
zero weighting her own judgement, which in the light of the preceding judgement would seem to
be equivalent to regarding her own judgements as probabilistically independent of the truth. But
i may very well regard her judgements as perfectly good, even if not as well-informed as j’s. So
intuitively adopting someone else’s probabilities does not commit one to the view that one’s own
judgements are independent of the truth.
2. Suppose that pi (Xjpj (X) = xj ) < pi (X) because, for instance, i regards j’s judgements as
systematically biased in some way. In this case i’s respect weight for j should be negative. But
this cannot be the case in the DLW model where weights are assumed to be non-negative.
A more serious di¢ culty for the reconciliation of Bayesian revision and linear pooling emerges in
when we consider larger groups. Suppose we have three individuals i, j and k. Then Bayesian updating
requires that:
qi (X)

= pi (Xjpj (X) = xj ; pk (X) = xk )
pi (pj (X) = xj jpk (X) = xk ; X):pi (pk (X) = xk jX)
=
pi (X)
pi (pj (X) = xj jpk (X) = xk ):pi (pk (X) = xk )

The factor of interest here is the probabilistic independence or otherwise of the judgements of individuals
j and k and its signi…cance for i. In case they are independent we obtain:
qi (X) =

pi (pj (X) = xj jX):pi (pk (X) = xk jX)
pi (X)
pi (pj (X) = xj ):pi (pk (X) = xk )

On the other hand when k and j’s judgements on X are perfectly correlated in the sense that pi (pj (X) =
xj jpk (X) = xk ; X) = pi (pj (X) = xj jpk (X) = xk ) = 1, we obtain:
qi (X) =

pi (pk (X) = xk jX)
pi (X)
pi (pk (X) = xk )

Clearly i’s posterior probabilities for X will generally di¤er in these two cases; indeed they only agree
when j’s judgement on X is independent of its truth. So it cannot be that on a Bayesian account
15

someone’s posterior probabilities, given the judgements of others, depend only on these judgements
and the epistemic weight that they attach to them. Crucially the method of linear pooling ignores the
interdependence of the expressed judgements.
To see how this can lead us astray, compare a situation in which two scientists conduct separate
experiments to try and settle some question with one in which they conduct a single experiment together.
Suppose that in both cases the scientists report that as a result of their experiments they consider X
to be highly probable. In the former case, we would probably want to considerably raise our own
probability for X because of the convergence of expert testimony. In the latter case too we would want
to raise our probability for X, but less so, because their joint testimony in favour of X is based on
the same information. To revise once in the light of the testimony of the …rst scientist and then again
in the light of that of the second would in e¤ect be to update twice on the same evidence, akin to an
individual scientist conditioning twice on the same experimental result. The DLW method does not, of
course, directly counsel such double-counting and respect weights could in principle be assigned with
considerations of dependence in mind. Rather its weakness lies in its failure to explicitly model these
considerations. In the light of this it cannot claim to give a complete account of the optimal exploitation
of the information held by a group.

5

Conclusion

Our investigation shows that if we think of deliberation as a process by which we learn from the
testimony of others, then Bayesian principles of belief revision are not easily reconciled with iterative
linear pooling. Nor does Bayesian thinking vindicate the claim that a consensus is rationally obligatory
for, with the exception of the case where the deliberators are simply pooling information and each
individual’s posterior for the events reported on by others is either zero or one depending on what they
report, there is no guarantee that the process of conditioning on the testimony of others will lead to a
convergence of opinion. Assuming here that Bayesianism provides the basic normative standard from
an epistemic point of view, it follows that whatever iterative linear pooling might have going for it, it
cannot be said to be rationally obligatory on epistemic grounds alone. But it is not obvious that there
are any other considerations that are generally applicable that can take up the slack and vindicate the
claim that it is the uniquely rational response to a diversity of opinion.
What are the wider implications of this for the accommodation of deliberation by social choice
theory? We cannot of course immediately conclude that introducing deliberative considerations will
lead to a wholescale reconsideration of aggregation theory: our results have been illustrative rather
than demonstrative of a tension between the two. But I do not think that the di¢ culties are con…ned
to the DLW-model: all attempts to reconcile linear averaging and deliberative concerns will face similar
ones. Suppose, for instance, that we face the allocation problem represented in the following table.

Person 1
Person 2

AB
0.3
0.3

A:B
0.7
0

:AB
0
0.7

:A:B
0
0

Assume that Person 1 has observed that A is true, that Person 2 has observed that B is true, that
Person 1 knows that 2 has observed whether A is true or not, and that Person 2 knows that 1 has
observed whether B is true or not. In the light of what each knows about each other, it should follow
from their receipt of the reports of the other’s judgement that each will adopt the following consensual
judgements:
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Consensual

AB
1

A:B
0

:AB
0

:A:B
0

These consensual values cannot, however, be represented as a weighted average of the two perspectives
we started with, however we assign weights or interpret them. So linear averaging cannot be reconciled
with any plausible theory of rational deliberation. But then either the unanimity or the independence
conditions (or both) underlying linear averaging will be contravened in rational deliberation.
To summarise, I claim:
1. Many problems falling under the scope of aggregation theories are either allocation problems or
closely connected to ones. Moreover, the principles invoked by allocation theory are typical of
those found in aggregation theories generally.
2. The constraints which the theory of allocation places on consensual judgemental values are in
tension with the output of rational deliberative processes initiated by the framing of an allocation
problem, when deliberation is modelled as a process of learning from others compatible with
Bayesian updating principles.
3. Hence, some of the principles invoked by allocation theory (and more generally aggregation theory)
need to be either quali…ed or abandoned.

6

Appendix: Aggregation by Averaging

We here de…ne the aggregation problem more generally than before. Let I = f1; ::; i; :::ng be a set of n
individual perspectives, V = fV 1 ; ::; :V j ; :::; V m g be a set of m variables, with m 3 . Let (m; n) be
the set of all m n matrices with rows in <m and (m; n; S) be the subset of (m; n) consisting of all
matrices with row sums equal to S. For any A 2 (m; n) let Aj be its jth column and Ai its ith row.
m
An aggregation function
P j, is a mapping from (m; n) to < . As before
P we denote (A) by a =<
1
m
i
a ; :::; a >. Let SA := j ai be the row total for perspective i, SA := j aj , the row total for the
P Si
aggregate and SA := i nA , the average row total. In addition to the axioms ZU, U and IIA which serve
here as constraints on aggregation functions, we will refer to the following impartiality or anonymity
axiom.
Axiom 7 Anonymity (AN): If

is a permutation on I and 8(i 2 I), aji = bj (i) then aj = bj .

Axiom 8 Zero-dominance (ZD): 8i; aji > 0 =) aj > 0
Theorem 9 Let A be any matrix in (m; n) such that aji > 0. If
satis…es IIA and ZU, then
P
9w1 :::wn 2 < such that for all j, aj = i wi aji . Furthermore if satis…es ZD as well, then wi 0.
P

i
Proof. Note that SA
> 0. Let B be the m

n matrix de…ned by bji =

SA j
i ai
j SA

SA j
i ai .
SA

Then 8i;

P

j
j bi

=

= SA and so by de…nition B is an allocation matrix. Now let be a function on (m; n; SA )
P
P
P j
A
such that bj := SSA
aj , where (B) =< b1 ; ::; bj ; :::; bm >. Note that j bj = j SSA
aj = SSA
j a = SA
A
A
j
so that is an allocation function. Clearly respects IIA. Furthermore if B =< 0; 0; :::; 0 > then
Aj =< 0; 0; :::; 0 > and hence, since respects ZU, aj = 0. So by de…nition bj = 0 and,Phence, also
respects ZU. It follows by Theorem 4 that 9w10 ; :::; wn0 2 < such that for all i, wi0
0, i wi0 = 1 and
0
0
P
P
P
P
w
w
j
j
j
A j
for all j, bj = i wi0 bi . Hence bj = i wi0 SSAi aj = SA i S ii ai . So SSA
a = SA i S ii aji . Hence aj =
A

A
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A

P

i

wi0 :SA j
ai .
i
SA

De…ne wi =

SA 0
i wi
SA

Then as required w1 ; :::; wn 2 < are such that for all j, aj =

P

i

wi aji .

i
> 0 and that aj > 0
Suppose furthermore that satis…es ZD. Then since aji > 0, it follows both that SA
and hence that SA > 0: So by de…nition wi 0.
P
Theorem 10 Assume IIA and U and ZD. Then 9w1 :::wn 2 < such that aj = i wi aij and, if satis…es
ZD as well, wi 0.

Proof. Let A be any member of (m; n) and B be an m n matrix such that bji = aji + , where
> j min(aji )j. Then bij 0. Now let be the aggregation function on (m; n) de…ned by bj := aj + ,
where (B) =< b1 ; ::; bj ; :::; bm >. Since
satis…es IIA, so too does . Furthermore, note that if
B j =< 0; 0; :::; 0 > then Aj =<
;
; :::;
>. Hence by Unanimity, aj =
and so bj = 0.
It follows
9, 9w1 ; :::; wn 2 < such that
0 and for all j,
P wi
P
P Hence by Theorem
P that satis…es ZU.
bj = i wi bji . Hence bj = i wi (aji + ) = i wi aji + = aj + . So aj = i wi aji . By Theorem 9,
furthermore, if satis…es ZD as well, then wi 0.
P
Corollary 11 Assume IIA, U, ZD and AN. Then 9 > 0 such that 8j; aj = i aji
Proof. We prove the corollary by showing that for any k; l 2 I it is the case that wk = wl . Let
D 2 (m; n) be identical to A save for the fact that for some variable V j such that ajk 6= ajl , it is the
P
P
case that djk = ajl and djl = ajk . Then by AN, aj = i wi aji = dj = i wi dji , where wi
0. But
P
P
j
j
w
a
=
w
d
i
i
i
i
i
i
, wk akj + wl alj = wk dkj + wl dlj

, wk akj + wl alj = wk alj + wl akj
, wk = wl

P
P
Hence i wi aji = mw i aji where w is the common weight on the individual perspectives. But by ZD,
w > 0. Hence := mw > 0.
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